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Central Counterparties (CCPs) have now taken a systemically
important role in resolving many of the issues that triggered
the 2007 global financial crises, not only in clearing OTC
derivatives markets but domestic cash markets. However, each
CCP has its own way of operating, different margin models,
risk waterfalls, financial, ownership and governance models.
How do you assess if these infrastructure institutions are fit
for purpose?
There is huge potential for systemic risk in CCPs, and
the consequences of a CCP failure could be very serious for
clearing members, their clients and the market at large. What
happens to your collateral contribution in the event of a
default? What happens to your open positions? If a major
participant at the CCP goes into default, how quickly does
your collateral come under threat?

manages your risk burden. Each assessment brings transparency
to the industry for the benefit of users, and offers cost savings to
regulated firms that are required to perform due diligence and
risk assessments on CCPs.
The Thomas Murray methodology for a CCP Risk Assessment
covers six core risks: Counterparty, Liquidity, Asset Safety,
Financial, Operational, and Governance
& Transparency.
A list of CCPs covered by the service is available on request.
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All of these questions, and more, are hugely important
in making a decision as to which CCP(s) best fit investor
needs. Clearing houses operate within a competitive
environment, a risk in itself, so investors have choice and
it is imperative that they make the right choice.

intra-day margin calls.

Level of public disclosure to third parties and
engagement with this assessment

Treasury & Liquidity Risk Summary
The CCP has four concentration banks and eleven payment banks. The concentration banks
hold the CCP's accounts and provide cash investment services, whilst the payment banks are
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members are invested in repos and government bills. Eligible collateral for initial margin
includes cash, government securities, gold bullion, letter of credit, etc. Non-cash collateral is
transferred to the CCP by way of security interest: the CCP becomes the beneficiary of a
pledge over the collateral.
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Risk Overview

Asset Safety Risk Summary

Asset Safety Risk

The CCP maintains house accounts and omnibus client accounts for clearing members. Client

Portability of positions is

accounts are categorised into various types according to the type of transactions they

in place. No concrete

record. Client collateral is legally segregated but operationally commingled (LSOC), which is in

information about the

compliance with the laws and regulations in the U.S. Initial margin is calculated separately for

portability of margin.

each client under the same omnibus account. Portability of client positions is allowed.

Thomas Murray established an industry-driven central
counterparty (CCP) risk assessment programme in 2013,
which supports global regulatory imperatives to assess and
monitor CCPs as risk concentrating vehicles. The CCP Risk
Assessment looks to determine the extent to which the CCP

Risk Factor Summary
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Financial Risk Summary

Financial Risk

The CCP has been very profitable over the past five years. Its balance sheet is dominated by

Revenue is volume

Counterparty Risk Summary

Counterparty Risk

cash deposits from clearing members, which represents the majority of the total assets at the

dependent, subject to

The CCP categorises its clearing members according to the contracts they clear. All clearing

Margin methodology for

end of 2018. The CCP's immediate parent company is IntercontinentalExchange Holdings, a

intense competition in

members must be trading members of the respective markets. The CCP collects initial

exchange-traded

UK-incorporated company. The ultimate holding company is Intercontinental Exchange Inc.,

CDS clearing in the near

margin and variation margin from clearing members. The margin methodology is CME SPAN

futures & options lacks

which is a corporation registered in Delaware, the U.S.

future.
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